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Abstract
Our work explores the challenge of developing secure kernel-
driver interfaces designed to protect the kernel from isolated
kernel extensions. We first analyze a range of possible attack
vectors that exist in current isolation frameworks. Then, we
suggest a new approach to building secure isolation bound-
aries centered around ideas that originate in safe operating
systems: isolation of heaps and single ownership.
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1 Introduction
A steady increase in the number of security attacks (com-
bined with a growing level of attack complexity and automa-
tion) triggered a renewed interest in hardware support for
isolation. After decades of relatively slow adoption, recent
generations of commodity CPUs introduced a range of new
hardware isolation mechanisms. Intel Memory Protection
Keys (MPKs) develop support for memory isolation with
overheads gradually approaching the overhead of a func-
tion call [16, 40]. The latest ARM CPUs introduce 16-byte-
granularity memory isolation with the Memory Tagging
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Extensions (MTE) [2, 5], which can potentially enable low-
overhead bounds checks and zero-copy exchange of data.
Moreover, both ARM and x86 provide support for control
flow integrity (CFI) [29] and stack protection [1, 28]. Finally,
safe programming languages like Rust are becoming first-
class citizens in modern systems [15, 43].
In response to lowering overheads of hardware and soft-

ware isolation, a range of projects started to explore tech-
niques for isolating legacy systems, many targeting isolation
of the kernel subsystems like device drivers [9, 30, 31, 34, 36].
Furthermore, recent static analysis techniques demonstrated
largely automated isolation of the kernel code [17]. With
breakthroughs addressing two key isolation challenges—
performance and complexity—it is likely that isolation will
soon find its way into modern kernels.

A natural question, however, is what kind of security guar-
antees are achieved by current isolation frameworks? Unfor-
tunately, even using the most advanced isolation boundary
approaches that enforce temporal memory safety across the
isolation boundary [30, 31], the kernel can be attacked in
numerous ways.
Our work explores a possibility to develop new secure

kernel-driver interfaces designed to protect the kernel from
isolated drivers. We first analyze a range of possible attack
vectors that exist in current isolation frameworks. Then we
suggest a new isolation boundary centered around two ideas
that originate from safe operating systems [6, 18, 35, 41]:
isolation of heaps and single ownership. These ideas allow us
to enforce safety of access to the data structures exchanged
with isolated subsystems (even if the driver is malicious)
as well as provide clean termination and restart of isolated
drivers in case of a crash.

2 Modern isolation mechanisms

Historically, x86 CPUs supported two isolation mechanisms:
segmentation and paging. Segmentation was demonstrated
as a low-overhead isolation mechanism by L4 microker-
nels [27] and by recent WebAssemby implementations [22].
Moving to the 64-bit mode of execution, x86 CPUs depre-
cated segmentation, leaving paging as the only isolation
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mechanism available in x86 CPUs. Despite many optimiza-
tions, paging remains prohibitively expensive for isolation
of subsystems that require frequent communication.
Trying to improve isolation overheads, CPU vendors ex-

plore the space of isolation mechanisms and introduce sup-
port for lightweight in-process isolation, control flow in-
tegrity (CFI), and software fault isolation (SFI).

Intel MPK Starting with SkyLake, Intel supports memory
protection keys (MPK), which enforce isolation within a
single address space by tagging individual pages with a 4-bit
tag (saved in the unused bits of the page table entries). A
special register, pkru, holds a bitmap that allows access to a
combination of tags (i.e., any combination from none to all is
possible by setting individual bits). The read or write access
to a page is allowed only if the value of the pkru register
matches the tag of the page. Switching between isolated
subsystems is performed by writing a new tag value into
the pkru register with an unprivileged wrpkru instruction that
takes 20-26 cycles [16, 37]. The total cost of a cross-subsystem
invocation is higher as it requires zeroing out general and
extended registers, and choosing a new stack inside the caller
subsystem [26]. These overheads can be lowered through
additional guarantees on the structure of isolated code [22].

ARM MTE Starting with ARMv8.3-A, ARM SoCs introduce
support for memory tagging extensions (MTE) that allow
partitioning the address space into 16-byte regions that are
colored with one of 16 tags. The hardware maintains a table
that stores a mapping between addresses and tags allowing
access to the region only if the tag of the pointer (the tag
is stored in the upper bits of the pointer) matches the tag
of the memory region. MTE itself does not directly support
isolation – the attacker can change the upper bits of the
pointer that contain the tag. To enforce isolation, it is possible
to combine MTE with techniques of software fault isolation
(SFI), i.e., rely on compile-time instrumentation to enforce a
specific tag on every load and store operation.

ARM PAC Along with MTE, ARMv8.3-A introduced support
for cryptographic pointer authentication (PAC). PAC imple-
ments the ability to cryptographically sign a pointer and
store the signature in the “unused” upper bits of the pointer.
The signature is generated from 1) the pointer value, 2) a
secret key protected by the operating system, and 3) a 64-bit
program-defined “signing context” that allows the isolation
scheme to restrict the use of a pointer in a custom way, for
example, allowing use of the pointer only if the value of
the stack pointer is identical at signing and authenticating
the signature. A signed pointer cannot be used directly, but
instead has to be authenticated with the same secret key
and context. If either the pointer, its signature, or the con-
text is different from the values used during signing, the

authentication results in an invalid pointer value that trig-
gers a hardware exception when used. PAC is a powerful
mechanism that can be used to enforce control flow [28],
spatial [29] and temporal [14, 25] safety and isolation of
subsystems [31]. Isolation with PAC requires maintaining
metadata about each memory object, i.e., the size, type, and
liveness of an object that is used to enforce type, memory,
temporal safety, and the access rights for a currently execut-
ing isolated subsystem.
Rust Language safety allows enforcing isolation through
rules of spatial and temporal safety combined with the ac-
cess control model of the language (e.g., visibility of public
and private fields and modules). Historically, the overhead
of managed runtimes was prohibitive for low-level systems
(Emmerich et al. provide a performance comparison of ten
different languages used for a development of a fast network
device driver [12]). A number of research prototypes ex-
plored language-based isolation [6, 7, 18, 42], but it remained
impractical due to the overhead of managed language run-
times (traditionally, safe languages rely on garbage collection
to enforce safety). Rust enabled practical, near zero-cost lan-
guage safety through a restricted ownership model that al-
lows ensuring safety without garbage collection. Today, Rust
is accepted into both Linux and Windows kernels [15, 43].
CHERI Morello Hardware capability pointers describe the
lower and upper bounds of a memory location and recursive
pointer fields [44]. Effectively, hardware capabilities imple-
ment memory safety in hardware [10]. Two main benefits
of hardware capability architectures are ability to propagate
metadata along with pointers and low-overhead metadata
checks. ARM Morello is the first silicon implementation of
the CHERI architecture [3].

3 Attacks across isolation boundaries
Isolation frameworks Historically, isolation frameworks uti-
lized the following mechanisms to enforce isolation: hard-
ware isolation primitives, software fault isolation (SFI), and
programming language safety. Hardware-based approaches
execute an isolated subsystem, e.g., a device driver, on a
private, isolated copy of all data structures shared between
the driver and non-isolated kernel [36, 39]. Shared state is
synchronized on cross-subsystem invocations and around
synchronization primitives. Code annotations [39] or a gen-
eral interface definition language (IDL) [17, 34, 36] specifies
the access rights for the fields exchanged across subsystems.
An attacker that has a write primitive inside the isolated sub-
system cannot access the state of the kernel, but can modify
any of the shared fields hence affecting the kernel.

SFI-based approaches execute the driver and the kernel on
a single copy of the shared state [9, 13, 30, 31] and instead en-
force access control on every memory access limiting the iso-
lated subsystem to a set of allowed data structures and their
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fields. This eliminates the need for maintaining two copies
of the shared state, but requires frequent access-control
checks (i.e., on every memory access) [30, 32]. Compared to
hardware-based approaches, SFI solutions enforce control-
flow integrity, yet allowing an attacker to leverage control
flow bending [8] and automated data-only attacks [19, 45]
possibly giving them access to the same set of data structures
and fields shared with the isolated subsystem. SFI techniques
enforce a subset of memory safety; e.g., HAKC [31] enforces
spatial and type safety, but not temporal safety.
Finally, while being impractical for decades due to the

overheads of managed runtime, Rust is now used for devel-
opment of subsystems in modern commodity kernels [15, 43].
Rust (and specifically its safe subset) significantly limits the
space of possible low-level attacks. Yet even subsystems im-
plemented in safe Rust can have code that breaks high-level
invariants of the kernel that result in unsafe accesses in the
kernel, missing security checks, denial of service and more.
In general, kernel and drivers share the entire address

space, i.e., drivers have access to complex, hierarchical data
structures inside the kernel through a collection of driver
and helping kernel functions. In practice, each driver ac-
cesses only a subset of recursively reachable data structures
and their fields. These fields can be pointers to other data
structures and scalar (non-pointer) fields. Many of the non-
pointer fields, however, have complex semantics, e.g., can
be involved in allocation operations (e.g., define the size and
number of allocated memory regions), participate in pointer
arithmetic (e.g., define the size of dynamically-sized objects),
specify types (e.g., the kernel uses tagged unions and other
schemes to implement polymorphism), control liveness of
memory objects and interfaces through state flags and refer-
ence counting, trigger protocol transitions, and more. Even
if the isolated subsystem is safe, modification of these fields
can be unsafe in the kernel.

Below, we discuss a range of attacks that are possible even
with the strongest isolation schemes that enforce control-
flow integrity and memory safety inside the isolated subsys-
tem. While enforcing safety inside the isolated subsystem, a
typical isolation solution leaves non-isolated kernel unpro-
tected [30, 31]. We assume that in general isolated drivers
are not malicious, but, since they are developed by third-
party maintainers that have only partial understanding of
the kernel security idioms, they might have arbitrary errors
in their implementation. We use the Linux kernel for our
examples although arguably other commodity kernels are
subject to similar attacks.
Memory bounds An attacker can trigger an out-of-bounds
access through the fields that control offsets into memory
regions and their sizes. The accesses to non-pointer fields are
safe inside the isolated driver, but can trigger unsafe behavior
inside the kernel. For example, the skb data structure that

describes a network packet in the kernel contains scalar
fields, tail and end, that are used as offsets into the data buffer
and are used as pointers by the kernel. An accidental update
of the tail offset past the allocated data memory will result in
an out-of-bounds access in the kernel.
Pointer aliases While typically an attacker cannot break type
safety of a pointer (i.e., assign a pointer to an object of a
different type), they can confuse the kernel and trigger a
use-after-free or double free by creating duplicate aliases to
the same object.

skb1->data = skb2->data;

When the kernel frees skb1 it deallocates its data area, hence
making the data pointer dangling in skb2, which results in a
use-after-free or a double free.
Function pointers To implement interfaces, Linux relies on
function pointers. An isolated driver can initialize a function
pointers of the same type but incompatible semantics. In the
example below, the driver initializes the .ndo_open field of the
network interface with the netdev_reset_tc() function instead
of ixgbe_open() (functions have identical type).
struct net_device_ops netdev_ops = {
// .ndo_open = ixgbe_open,
.ndo_open = netdev_reset_tc,

}

The function mismatch can result in a protocol violation
confusing the kernel in multiple ways.
Lifetimes (use-after-free and double free) While it is possi-
ble to enforce temporal safety inside an isolated subsystem,
the interface of a kernel leaves opportunities for breaking
lifetimes of objects on the kernel side. For example, an iso-
lated driver can invoke free_netdev(dev) to deallocate the dev

data structure that is supposed to be live until the driver
is unloaded by the kernel. Similarly, for reference counted
objects like skb, the driver can drop the reference to the same
skb structure twice by invoking the consume_skb(skb) function
twice. Since additional references might exist in the kernel,
there is a possibility of a use-after-free inside the kernel.
Resource exhaustion The kernel’s use of data from isolated
subsystems leaves plenty of opportunities for resource ex-
haustion attacks. The attacks range from simple requests
for more memory to more sophisticated examples in which
an isolated subsystem can trigger allocation of an object on
the kernel side though one of the available interfaces, or
refuse to deallocate one of the resoures that it is supposed
to deallocate asynchronously.
Denial of service Denial of service attacks can range from a
simple attack in which the subsystem never returns to more
sophisticated attacks in which an isolated subsystem returns
an error value that triggers shutdown of the driver.
Synchronization and consistency A range of attacks can trig-
ger a deadlock by acquiring and never releasing a lock or
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breaking consistency guarantees about data structures by
accessing them without a lock. For example, the network
subsystem in the kernel allows any device driver to acquire
a global RTNL kernel lock, hence blocking the execution of the
entire network subsystem.
Protocol violations A driver can confuse the kernel by vio-
lating one of implicit initialization or operation protocols,
i.e., invoking kernel functions out of order. In fact, nearly
every shared scalar and some shared pointer fields control
the logic of the kernel enabling and disabling functionality,
triggering allocation and deallocation of objects, specifying
types and sizes of objects, etc.
Security checks In some cases drivers are responsible for
performing security checks.
if (!capable(CAP_SYS_RAWIO))
return -EPERM;

The driver can fail to implement the capability check to allow
a user process to access an otherwise inaccessible resource.
Unrestricted hardware access Device drivers can access any
hardware and software resources of the system. For exam-
ple, a character driver can register or unregister a character
device for any major or minor number. In case of an isolated
MSR driver, the driver has unrestricted access to write to any
of the MSR registers.
Discussion Even advanced safety and control-flow enforce-
ment mechanisms fail to block the attacks exploiting a logical
flow in the driver. While arguably some of the above attacks
can be fixed with static code analysis, e.g., enforcing specific
instances of the function pointers in driver interfaces, check-
ing that the driver performs a security check on the path of
an invocation, etc., and some require techniques orthogonal
to the interface of the driver, e.g., DMA protection [4], a
range of attacks can only be stopped through a redesign of a
driver-kernel interface. Such interface should enforce a range
of restrictions on pointer references exchanged across the
isolation boundary, control object lifetimes, and provide fine-
grained access control to hardware and systems resources.

4 Towards secure boundaries
Securing complex, semantically-rich interfaces of the kernel
is challenging. We leverage ideas from safe operating sys-
tems [6, 18, 35, 41]—isolation of heaps and single ownership—
a discipline that creates a foundation for clean termination
and restart of isolated subsystems in case of a crash. We
then suggest several ways of enforcing safety of access to
the data structures exchanged with the driver. Finally, we
adapt the idea of interfaces, or traits, as a way to implement
object capability proxy pattern [11, 33], i.e., mediate access
to hardware resources and data structures in the kernel. Fine-
grained control over what kernel functions and with what
arguments can be invoked at any given moment of driver’s

shared heap

Isolated driver

DMA queues 

Trusted unsafe driver

skb
data

int xmit_proxy(struct sk_buff *skb) {
  move(skb);
  move(skb->data);
  ops->xmit(skb);
  ...
}

ownership tracking

int ixgbe_xmit(struct sk_buff *skb) {
  ...
  prog_dma_buffers(skb);
  ...
}

Trusted proxy

skb skb skb

requeue_skb Kernel

Private heap

Figure 1: We split the shared skb into private and shared
parts and only the shared part is passed across the isolation
boundary. The ownership of these shared objects are moved
to the destination domain via trusted proxies.

execution allows us to limit access to a specific subset of
software and hardware resources of the kernel and enforce
a specific protocol on the driver interface.
Heap isolation We execute isolated device drivers as isolated
subsystems with private heaps and a special shared exchange
heap—a heap that allows allocation of objects that can be
exchanged between the main kernel and isolated subsystems.
Clean separation of private and exchange heaps allows us to
enforce safety of accesses to objects exchanged with isolated
subsystems as well as support clean termination semantics.
In other words, while accesses to the private heap inside the
isolated subsystem can be unsafe, they only affect the isolated
subsystem itself. The isolated subsystem cannot break spatial
or temporal safety of objects on the shared heap, hence all
accesses to the shared heap from the kernel are safe.
Fault isolation Safety is critical to enforce confidentiality and
integrity of the kernel, i.e., protect it from low-level vulner-
abilities. However, safety alone is insufficient for making
progress in case of a crash; when an isolated driver crashes
it leaves its heap and objects exchanged with the kernel in
an inconsistent state. Cleaning the state of the driver and es-
pecially cleaning the objects that are shared with the kernel
is challenging. To support clean termination and unloading
of crashing subsystems, we enforce several additional invari-
ants: 1) Inv 1: heap isolation – subsystems never hold point-
ers into each others’ private heaps, 2) Inv 2: single ownership
– objects on the shared heap are owned and can be accessed
by exactly one subsystem at a time and are moved between
them on cross-subsystem invocations, 3) Inv 3: linearity –
objects on the shared heap do not have cyclic references.
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The IPC subsystem tracks ownership of objects on the
shared exchange heap (in the following sections we suggest
several ways of enforcing single ownership and providing
ownership tracking specific to each isolation mechanism).
When a subsystem crashes, the kernel deallocates all objects
on the shared heap owned by the crashing subsystem as well
as deallocates its shared heap. Due to Inv 1we can deallocate
the entire heap without worrying about its state (we only
track pages used by the private heap). Inv 2 guarantees that
we can deallocate objects owned by the crashing subsystem
without worrying about accesses from other subsystems (and
hence without implementing reference counting or garbage
collection mechanisms). Finally, Inv 3 allows us to enforce
the safety of accesses to the shared heap. Linearity strikes a
balance between ergonomics and security. Specifically, the
kernel can exchange hierarchical data structures (not just
plain buffers), and yet we can eliminate aliasing attacks.

On cross-subsystem invocations, the IPC subsystem records
the state of the caller thread upon entry into the callee sub-
system, thus allowing us to unwind execution of a thread
from the crashing subsystem.

4.1 Safety in the kernel
While safety and heap isolation are appealing, the real ques-
tion is whether it is possible to adapt them in the kernel in a
practical manner? We argue that there are several ways to
enforce safety of the shared heap by either rewriting isolated
device drivers in a safe language like Rust, or by relying on
modern software fault isolation (SFI) mechanisms [25, 30].
Rust Rust is a programming language that enforces safety
through a restricted ownership discipline allowing only one
mutable reference to each live object in memory [21]. The
compiler leverages restricted ownership to reason about life-
times statically at compile time. Without a managed runtime
Rust approaches the performance of unsafe programming
languages. Rust’s type system enforces safety over the ob-
jects on the shared heap. Moreover, the restricted ownership
model enforces linearity.

Note, device drivers are inherently unsafe due to the fact
that they access an unsafe hardware interface. Unsafe Rust
breaks all safety guarantees similar to any unsafe language.
Fortunately, it is possible to implement a large fraction of
the driver in a safe subset of Rust and rely on a small un-
safe library that encapsulates unsafe mechanisms required
to access the hardware [24, 35]. While this unsafe library
becomes a part of the TCB, its semantics are simple enough
that it can be verified with modern verification tools [20, 23].
Temporal safety with PAC Alternatively, safety of the ob-
jects on the shared heap can be enforced through a com-
bination of modern software fault isolation (SFI) mecha-
nisms [25, 29, 30] or hardware capabilities like Cheri [44].
Systems like LXFI [30], PARTS [29], and PACMem enforce

checks on all memory accesses to ensure types, bounds, and
liveness of objects (i.e., spatial and temporal safety). Specifi-
cally, PACMem relies on ARM pointer authentication to im-
plement efficient metadata lookups (PACMem uses PAC sig-
nature of a pointer as an index into the metadata table) [25].
To further improve performance of the isolated drivers, it is
possible to leverage Inv 1 and enforce PAC memory safety
only on pointers to the exchange heap. An SFI scheme first
checks if the pointer is local and if so simply ensures that it is
in bounds similar to fast SFI implementations [38]; otherwise
it resorts to a full safety check through the metadata. Similar
to Rust, an unsafe layer is required to encapsulate unsafe
hardware interface of the driver.
Single ownership and linearity Rust enforces single owner-
ship (and hence linearity) through a restricted ownership
discipline. If the device driver is implemented in safe Rust,
we automatically have guarantees of single ownership in-
side the driver (i.e., after passing a pointer to an object on
the shared heap, the driver can no longer access the object).
Similarly, by restricting the types that are allowed on the
shared heap [35] we can enforce acyclic data structures on
the exchange heap.

While re-writing device drivers in Rust is a laudable idea,
majority of kernel device drivers will remain implemented
in C for years to come. At the moment, we do not see a
way of enforcing single ownership in unsafe C due to unre-
stricted pointer aliasing. Potentially, it is possible to combine
PAC-style safety to restrict aliasing dynamically with static
and dynamic ownership analysis. However, subsystem-wide
safety enforcement introduces high overhead due to expen-
sive metadata lookups [25]. Instead, for legacy drivers we fall
back to a practical scheme that checks safety and linearity
only on invocations that cross the isolation boundary. Specif-
ically, for each invocation we leverage an IPC declaration
that explicitly defines object hierarchy passed across subsys-
tems [17, 36]. Automatically generated IPC code walks the
hierarchy, checking safety and linearity along with enforcing
access control rules; i.e., all objects are owned by the sub-
system that passes them while at the same time transferring
ownership and revoking access rights. Depending on the
enforcement mechanism we either update the memory tag
(MTE or MPK) or access metadata similar to LXFI [30].

4.2 Bringing linearity to the kernel
While it is possible to enforce safety and single-ownership
on the isolation boundary, an obvious question is whether
it is possible to integrate linearity with existing kernel code
without disruptive changes? We make a critical observation
that while data structures shared with the driver are used in a
non-linearmanner, a subset of fields andmemory objects that
are accessed by the driver is small and can be made linear. For
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example, the sk_buff data structure is used in a complex non-
linear manner by the kernel which keeps sk_buffs on multiple
linked lists for retransmission of network packets, auditing
frameworks, etc. However, only a small subset of the sk_buff

fields and objects reachable from these fields are accessed by
the driver. Out of 66 fields of the skb data structure only 20
are used by the ndo_start_xmit() function of the Ixgbe device
driver.
We split the skb into the private (used by the kernel) and

shared (exchanged with the driver) parts. We then change the
kernel to access the shared part of the skb in a linear manner.
Specifically, the xmit_proxy function moves ownership of the
private part along with the data region that holds the actual
packet data to the driver and then consume_skb moves back to
the kernel when DMA transfer is complete.
Interface proxying In many cases the kernel exchanges ref-
erences with the driver to data structures that are mostly
private to the kernel. The driver accesses a small number
of fields (in many cases the pointer is not even used by the
driver but only passed in nested invocations to the kernel).
Such accesses are often not linear as the kernel accesses the
same object from a variety of kernel contexts, e.g., interrupts,
kernel threads and system call invocations. For instance,
a typical network driver has access to the following ker-
nel objects: pci_dev (generic PCI device), pci_dev->dev (generic
representation of a device), and netdevice (generic network
device).
To ensure linearity, instead of sharing a reference to the

kernel object with the driver, we allow the driver to access
an interface of a specific object through a proxy interface.
Proxies implement an object capability pattern [11, 33], effec-
tively providing an access to a subset of fields in a controlled
manner, and even enforcing a specific access protocol, e.g.,
order of proxy invocations, invoke only once, etc. In Rust
we implement proxy objects as Rust traits. For example, the
PCI trait allows the network device driver to access the con-
figuration space of the PCI from the probe function.
pub trait PCI {
fn read_config_dword(where: u32) -> u32;
fn write_config_dword(where: u32, val: u32) -> i32;

}

fn ixgbe_probe(pci: &PCI) {
...
val = pci.read_config_dword(where);
...

}

For legacy C drivers we leverage LXDs’ support for exchang-
ing function pointers across isolation boundaries [34].
Discussion Safety and linearity of the shared heap allow us
to protect the kernel from a range of pointer integrity attacks.
We leverage our prior work on KSplit [17] to develop static
analysis algorithms that allow us to identify scalar fields
involved in pointer arithmetic, bounds computations, etc.

We then utilize KSplit’s IDL to encode and generate proxy
invocation code that sanitizes the risky fields.

Protocol violations is arguably the broadest class of attacks
on the kernel due to its semantic complexity. We developed a
collection of static analyses that allow us to reason about how
scalar fields that are controlled by the driver affect execution
of the kernel, i.e., trigger allocation and deallocation of ob-
jects, enable functionality, etc. We then leverage KSplit’s IDL
to encode kernel-driver interaction protocols and generate
enforcement through proxy trait objects. Moreover, we rely
on the interface interposition to enforce specific ordering
of function invocations. Specifically, we encode a state ma-
chine of a driver-kernel protocol and allow invocations of
the functions that are allowed by transitions of the protocol
state machine.
We further leverage trait objects to enforce fine-grained

access control on access to resources of the system. By wrap-
ping the access to specific objects behind interface pointers,
we provide isolated drivers with the mechanism to invoke
kernel functions but with a predefined subset of arguments,
i.e., limiting the driver to a specific subset of the PCI space, or
limiting an MSR driver to a write of a specific MSR register.

To prevent synchronization attacks, we forbid critical sec-
tions that cross the boundaries of isolated subsystems. In-
stead the driver has to call out into the kernel to synchronize
(fortunately, the cases when synchronization patterns cross
boundary of subsystems are rare in the kernel [17]).

5 Status
Our framework is a work in progress aimed at providing se-
cure extensions in the Linux kernel. To aid decomposition of
data structures into shared and private parts, we developed a
static analysis framework that computes the parts of the data
structure accessed by the driver and an interface definition
language (IDL) compiler that generates IPC bindings and
trait objects for Rust and C device drivers. Our static analysis
utilizes a recent kernel isolation framework, KSplit [17].

6 Conclusions
Our work explores the possibility of isolating the core part of
the kernel from third-party device drivers. We believe that a
combination of heap isolation and single ownership provides
a viable design choice for enforcing security of the isolation
boundary and ensuring clean recovery from driver crashes.
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